When the borders of reality
are disappearing...
When dreams are not what
they are meant to be... a
mere shadow of one's mind.
Can a dream influence
reality?
Will Jasmin believe her
nightly journeys are taking
her to the past, and do they hold her future, too?
Wanting what all young women desire - love, career, independence - she falls... into dreams.
Are they a curse or a blessing, or both at once?
How is she to find her way?
"The Oracle: Here or there" - Book I - from All Things That Matter Press
***
Is there more than what reality shows?
Will Jasmin find a way?
Are dreams a mere shadow of what’s real?
***

Blurbs
Curses, past lives, dreams—Pilatowicz weaves fantasy and reality very convincingly. Her insight into the
human psyche is brilliant. We wonder: is our life guided by free will or is it dictated by external forces
beyond our control? An inspiring tale that will not disappoint.
—Simone Z. Endrich, author of "The Natural Son" Trilogy and former political analyst
A captivating, well written story about entangled realms of obscure ancient mysteries and contemporary
world - where dreams give a glimpse into the core structure of being.
—Marcin Dolecki, author of „Philosopher's Crystal”
Joanna is honest artist who has a deep understanding of the spiritual world. She offers the readers
mysterious odyssey, articulating this in an imaginative fashion whilst keeping the reader intrigued.
—Dr Marina Johnson, personal performance coach, UK

Text from the back cover
Can dreams be a vehicle for beings from other times, other realms, to influence reality, to change the
future by revealing the past? Where does reality end and imagination begin?
Jasmin, a young Polish woman with no prospects for either love or consistent employment, is plagued
by dreams ~ nightmares ~ about a long-ago priestess, an Oracle, who, as a result of her search for
immortality, is cursed.
Jasmin’s search for a brighter future takes her to the Netherlands, where she finds herself embroiled in a
series of adventures and misadventures in both love and work, as well as opportunities for spiritual
growth.
Although she tries to ignore her dreams, they begin to creep into her reality, and Jasmin finds herself
powerless against the and the woman who controls them.

***
When the limits are not an option anymore ... When desire wins, pushing Jasmin to indulge in …
dreams? Feeling touched by thousands of hands reaching deep into her soul, she wakes up confused,
wondering what is real. Drawn to unknown she ignores it. How long though? Is she on the brick of
bliss or a curse taking her into the darkest portion of human existence? Madness born out of curiosity?
Will she follow and give in, opening to a forbidden, mostly dark territory? How will that journey end?
***
When fantasy creeps into reality... When you want more what reality offers but have no courage ...
When you dream nightmares that try to convince you they are real ...
Will Jasmin break free? Join her while her journey as an Immigrant, artist who dreams about strong
Sarah, who has, what Jasmin lacks.
***

